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Paper Title 
 
Finance Report 
 

Recommendation 
 
Members are asked to; 
 

i) Note the revenue position at Month 7, the projection to the year-end and the initial 
financial settlement position. 

ii) Note the capital position at Month 7. 
iii) Note the high level initial outlook into 2021/22. 

 
Purpose of Paper 
 
The purpose of this report is to provide the Board with the Month 7 financial position and 
projection to the 31st March 2021, and an initial high level outlook at the financial landscape 
into 2021/22. The report also outlines the additional expenditure incurred during the COVID-
19 pandemic, planned expenditure as part of Remobilisation and the negotiations with the 
Scottish Government around a corresponding financial settlement.  

 
Key Issues to be Considered  
 
The Board have been allocated £169m in this tranche (Board £102m and the IJBs £67m). 
This equates to 54% of the total requested.  
 
The Board was allocated £169m in this tranche (Board £102m and the IJBs £67m). This 
equates to 54% of the total requested. Through negotiations with the Scottish Government, 
and with another allocation expected in January 2021, the Board expects that all direct 
COVID related costs will be fully funded including a contribution to unachieved savings – 
anticipated to be £25-30m. 
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This, together with underspends across a number of areas, predominantly from a reduced 
elective programme, means that the Board is likely to achieve a breakeven out-turn at 31 
March 2021. 
 
However, that financial projection is not without risk. The pressure across the system arising 
from the “second COVID-19 wave” and the usual winter pressure on unscheduled care and 
bed capacity, create risk and uncertainty around the financial position. The Director of 
Finance has held further discussion with the Scottish Government around these issues and 
future funding allocations.  The Scottish Government, themselves working with the 
unprecedented uncertainty, appreciate the position of the Board and the additional spend 
incurred and projected. 
 
 

Any Patient Safety/Patient Experience Issues  
 
Not directly, but ultimately all finance issues and decision will have an impact in this area.  
 
Any Financial Implications from this Paper   
 
The financial implications are detailed in the report. 
 
Any Staffing Implications from this Paper  
 
Not directly, but ultimately all finance issues and decision will have an impact in this area.  
 
Any Equality Implications from this Paper  
 
Not directly, but ultimately all finance issues and decision will have an impact in this area.  
 
Any Health Inequalities Implications from this Paper 
 
Not directly, but ultimately all finance issues and decision will have an impact in this area.  
 
Has a Risk Assessment been carried out for this issue?  If yes, please detail the 
outcome. 
 
No risk assessments per se, although risk is assessed as part of every decision on finance. 
 
Highlight the Corporate Plan priorities to which your paper relates 
 
All key themes outlined in the 2020/21 Corporate Objectives. 
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